this interest. 2 In the case of a self-funded candidate, it is not obvious that this justification applies at all. After all, who is less likely to be corrupted by donations than the candidate who need not accept any? Further, if restricting the size of contributions to candidates reduces corruption, why are those restrictions less essential simply because one's opponent chooses to spend her own money?
As for other permissible compelling interests, Buckley squarely rejected one of them: that the government may level the playing field between candidates of diverse means. In particular, the Court denied that the government's "interest in equalizing the financial resources of candidates competing for federal office" could justify "restricting the scope of federal election campaigns."'1 3 The Millionaire Provision-by raising the contribution limit for opponents of wealthy candidatesattempts to equalize candidates' ability to compete.
In this Comment, I address these issues by examining the constitutionality of McCain-Feingold's Millionaire Provision, specifically, the potential for a constitutional challenge based on the wealthy candidate's First Amendment rights. I introduce the new law in Part I, including its complex formula for determining when a wealthy candidate triggers the Millionaire Provision and what benefits accrue to her opponent. I also describe the different legislative accommodations that entered into this provision during the legislative debate, and conclude by examining the rationale for the Millionaire Provision as revealed in BCRA's legislative history.
Part II examines current campaign finance restrictions and their permissible rationales after Buckley. I compare the treatment of contributions and expenditures in the Buckley scheme and follow the Court's treatment of contribution limits since 1976. Additionally, I consider the relevant constitutional tests for campaign finance laws challenged under the First Amendment, and examine how courts have addressed several state campaign finance laws attacked on First Amendment grounds.
Finally, Part III outlines the First Amendment challenge to BCRA by examining two potential hurdles: (1) the free speech harm from the Millionaire Provision and (2) whether the law survives judicial scrutiny. I conclude that the new law does not harm free speech values and, alternatively, that traditional government interests in campaign finance regulation justify whatever harm the law inflicts. 12 See id at 26. 13 Id at56.
I. BCRA's MILLIONAIRE PROVISION
At the start of congressional debate on the McCain-Feingold bill, Senator Pete Domenici introduced an amendment to raise contribution limits for candidates facing self-funded opponents." Many Democratic reformers opposed the Domenici Amendment, viewing it as a step backward for campaign finance reform. McCain-Feingold supporters argued that the amendment contradicted the stated goals of reform by increasing contribution limits and the overall amount of money in the political system." Nevertheless, after last-minute tweaking of its provisions and in exchange for a total ban on unlimited, nonfederal contributions, or soft money, these reform supporters ultimately accepted the Domenici Amendment's increase in limits."
A. Millionaire Threshold Formula and Opponent Benefits BCRA's Millionaire Provision employs a complex formula to determine the threshold spending amount for each candidate. If a selffunded candidate spends more than twice that amount, she "triggers" a provision that increases the contribution limits for her opponents. Once these provisions are triggered, a self-funded candidate's opponent may then raise contributions in greater and greater amounts, keyed to the level by which the self-funded candidate exceeds the threshold. In addition, for a wealthy candidate who exceeds the selffunding threshold limit by more than ten times, the new law removes the ordinary limits on political party contributions to her opponent's campaign."
For an illustration of the benefits that an opponent of a millionaire can receive, take a hypothetical U.S. Senate candidate from Illi- 17 See BCRA § 304(a)(2). In addition, BCRA § 304(b) establishes a reporting requirement to prevent candidates from dumping personal funds into a race shortly before Election Day. Within fifteen days of becoming a candidate, an individual must notify the Federal Election Commission and each candidate in the race of how much the candidate intends to spend from her personal funds in excess of the threshold amount. BCRA requires similar declarations once the candidate actually spends twice the threshold amount, and again at $10,000 increments.
nois. With a November 2000 voting-age population (VAP) of 8,859,000,"8 BCRA § 304(a) establishes a threshold amount of $504,360, which is the state's VAP multiplied by $.04, plus $150,000. Once the candidate announces her intention to spend twice this amount," or just over $1 million, her opponent may then raise contributions of $6,000 from any individual, 2° three times the ordinarily applicable limit of $2,000. If the self-funded candidate continues to spend personal funds and exceeds the threshold by four times the limit ($2,017,440), her opponent may then raise contributions of $12,000 from any individual.' These contribution limits are measured per election, not per year or cycle, so if the new limits applied to both a primary and a general election, the opponent could receive $24,000 from one individual, six times the ordinary limit of $2,000 per election.
If the self-funded candidate spends ten times the threshold limit in personal funds ($5,043,600), in addition to a $12,000 contribution limit from any individual, the opponent's political party may spend additional funds to support its non-wealthy candidate. Under a provision unchanged by BCRA, normally, party limits allow a state or national party committee to spend the greater of $20,000 or $.02 times the VAP. In Illinois, the limit would be just over $175,000 in coordinated or independent party spending absent a wealthy opponent triggering the opponent benefit provisions."
B. Adjustments to the Millionaire Amendment
The Millionaire Provision emerged from Congress containing several features, some quite complex, to address concerns regarding the law's application in a variety of situations. These attempts to finetune the Millionaire Provision are important for a few reasons. First, they reflect congressional concerns about the need to tailor the new law to avoid charges of unfairness toward challengers by taking into account their opponent's (presumably an incumbent's) fundraising success when determining whether to boost anyone's contribution limits. Additionally, the sophisticated nature of the legislative drafting in this area helps to rebut allegations of statutory bluntness; the new law takes into account numerous factors in determining whether to raise a 
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As required by BCRA § 304(b).
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See BCRA § 304(a). 21 See id.
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See id. Although the provisions contained in this section add some complexity, the law essentially limits additional party expenditures-combined with contributions raised under increased limits-to the amount of personal funds spent by the wealthy candidate. 23 See 2 USC § 441a(d)(3)(A) (2000).
challenger's contribution limits. Three such factors include state-bystate proportionality, incumbent and reciprocal funding advantages, and caps on additional fundraising.
1. Proportionality between states.
The Millionaire Amendment as originally introduced merely contained fixed-dollar limits on the maximum a self-financed candidate could spend before her opponent received the benefit of increased contribution limits.' If a self-financed candidate intended to spend $500,000, the law would have tripled her opponent's contribution limits. Similarly staggered increases occurred for self-financed candidates spending $800,000 and over $1 million."
On the first day of debate, senators criticized the fixed limits as insufficiently adapted to the varied cost of campaigning in different states." Differences in both television advertising costs and state populations meant that a wealthy candidate would spend different amounts depending on where the race took place.' Unamended to reflect these geographical differences, the Senate voted down this first Millionaire Amendment 51-48.2 Supporters acknowledged the shortcomings in the amendment's then-current form, and reintroduced it the next day 21 with the voting age population formula described above.
Opposition personal and available funds offset.
Other features of the Millionaire Amendment appear designed to mitigate fears that the measure had become an attempt to shield incumbent officeholders from competitive races. The "Opposition Personal Funds Amount," which is used to determine the threshold amount, first subtracts out any personal funds spent by the candidate seeking increased limits. Under this provision, no millionaire incum- See, for example, id at S 2455 (remarks of Senator McCain) (Such limits represent "a meat-ax approach to a problem that requires a scalpel .... This does not get at really the different aspects of a small state or a big state. If I had $1 million, I could buy a lot of TV [advertising] in New Mexico. I cannot buy very much in California.").
27
A wealthy candidate in Wyoming, which has inexpensive television rates and few voters, could conduct a relatively cheap campaign and a wealthy candidate might never reach the threshold amount despite vastly outspending a non-wealthy opponent. California, by contrast, has both high campaign costs and a large population, so a wealthy candidate would exceed these set thresholds quickly. bent senator may benefit from increased contribution limits when her opponent is also a wealthy candidate.
The Millionaire Provision also contains another offset, one that apparently recognizes that incumbent members of Congress can accumulate large war chests of campaign contributions and that the only way to ensure a competitive race may be to increase a challenger's willingness and ability to spend personal funds. The provision calculates the "Gross Receipts Advantage," which the law defines as the aggregate amount of half a candidate's fundraising total, determined on each of two days during the year before the election. 31 Just as with the opposition personal funds amount, the candidate seeking increased contribution limits in response to a self-financing opponent must first subtract her gross receipts advantage, if any. Suppose the hypothetical Illinois senate candidate had managed to amass, through private fundraising, a million-dollar campaign fund in the year leading up to the campaign. The Millionaire Provision formula would include that "gross receipts advantage" when calculating whether the candidate could raise funds under higher limits.' 3. Money raised under high limits subject to cap.
A final adjustment appearing in the Millionaire Provision prohibits a candidate from accepting contributions -or a party from spending on that candidate's behalf-when doing so would exceed the level of personal funds spent by the candidate's wealthy opponent by 110 percent. 33 Thus, the Millionaire Provision creates a cap on the nonwealthy candidate's fundraising (achieved under elevated limits) and the party's spending that is tied to the amount her opponent spends to personally fund her campaign. As with other provisions, this appears to have been added to address reformers' concerns that the increased contribution limits moved campaign finance reform in the wrong direction by increasing, rather than decreasing, the amount of money spent on campaigns.
C. Congressional Intent and the Millionaire Provision
As noted above, although it permits some restrictions on political speech in a campaign, Buckley recognizes that spending limits may infringe First Amendment values; consequently such restrictions must be necessary to accomplish a compelling government interest. Buckley allowed contribution restrictions on an anti-corruption rationale, but rejected the argument that Congress may permissibly restrict cam- 36 A Republican co-sponsor of the Millionaire Amendment, Senator Mike DeWine, described the provision as one "addressing the inequity that arises when a wealthy candidate pays for his or her campaign with personal funds." 7 From these statements, this bipartisan coterie of co-sponsors did not appear concerned with the Buckley tenet regarding equality as an impermissible government objective.
Reducing the appearance of corruption.
These same supporters of the Millionaire Provision also justified the amendment as a measure to reduce corruption. Senator DeWine stressed that the provision "addresses the public perception that there is something inherently corrupt about a wealthy candidate who can use a substantial amount of his or her personal resources to win an election. 3 . According to DeWine, the "amendment is narrowly tailored, and closely related to [ ] concerns about [ ] perceived corruption." 9 Senator Durbin likewise urged support for the amendment, arguing it would help end the perception that elections are "a system that is open to the highest bidder."" On final passage of McCainFeingold the following year, Senator Domenici touted the millionaire restrictions by decrying the "perception that money rules the political process," and noted that the "large number of extremely wealthy candidates ... reinforces this perception. Many people believe that candidates are attempting to buy their way into office."" By simultaneously advancing two competing rationales -fighting the appearance of corruption and leveling the candidates' playing field-the legislative history of the Millionaire Amendment suggests either or both of these grounds motivated its sponsors. Yet, did either of these two purported rationales truly drive the Senate's consideration of what became § 304? One could view the Senators' floor assertions with skepticism insofar as they affect incumbent officeholders' own attempts at reelection. Both the Republican and Democratic Senate campaign committees actively recruit millionaire candidates to challenge incumbents and pursue open seats. 2 On the other hand, selffunded candidates endanger incumbent members of Congress in each campaign cycle. This is not, however, to dismiss some senators' honest concerns that money controls the political process and congressional seats are for sale -and their belief that voters share those concerns. One draws this conclusion from the legislative history: Voters' elected representatives view the proliferation of wealthy, self-funded candidates as an inauspicious development.
II. THE SUPREME COURT AND CAMPAIGN FINANCE
The Supreme Court's Buckley decision has controlled judicial analysis of campaign finance laws for the last thirty years. Understanding campaign finance jurisprudence requires that one first explore the basic Buckley framework, focusing on the Court's rationale for analyzing campaign contributions differently from expenditures. Aside from this distinction, two issues arise in challenges to campaign finance reform statutes similar to the Millionaire provisions: (1) whether the regulation in question results in First Amendment harm to the plaintiff and (2) whether the regulation can survive judicial scrutiny.
A. Buckley v Valeo
When the Court addressed the constitutional issues presented by the Federal Election Campaign Act, 3 it faced a far-reaching law that 40 1. Overall expenditure limits are unconstitutional.
The Court in Buckley ruled that Congress may not limit the total amount of election campaign spending," since expenditure restrictions "impose direct and substantial restraints on the quantity of political speech." 9 As such, expenditures may not be regulated as closely as other types of political money. However, voluntary limits on campaign spending do not receive the same scrutiny as government-mandated expenditure limits, and Buckley suggested voluntary limits, like those for presidential primaries, nominating conventions, and general elections, would survive a constitutional challenge.n The Court later affirmed a decision upholding a statute that conditioned the receipt of public funds on a candidate's decision to limit his overall expenditures. 1 2. Contribution limits are permissible.
In contrast, Buckley allowed the federal government to limit individuals' election-related contributions, reasoning that the government's interests in reducing corruption or the appearance of corruption "are sufficient to justify the limited effect upon First Amendment freedoms" that is caused by restricting the size of political contribu- . 44 See 2 USC § 441a(a)(1)(A) (limiting individual donations to candidates to $1,000 per election). McCain-Feingold increased this limit to $2,000 and indexed it for inflation. See BCRA § 307(a), (d). 45 See 2 USC § 441a(a)(1)(B) (limiting individual donations to national political parties to $20,000 per calendar year). McCain-Feingold increased this limit to $25,000 and indexed it for inflation. See BCRA § 307(a), (d). 46 See 2 USC § 441a(d) (allowing national political parties to spend, on behalf of federal candidates, an amount tied to the voting age population (for presidential and Senate candidates), $20,000 (for Senate candidates), or $10,000 (for House candidates) tions to candidates and groups. 52 The Court recognized the potential for intrusion on rights protected by the First Amendment, but held that regulation of campaign finance "is also critical ... if confidence in the system of representative Government is not to be eroded to a disastrous extent. 53 The Buckley Court ratified contribution limits by recognizing that although contribution limits do affect free speech rights, contributions are less deserving of protection than other forms of political speech.
The Buckley Court considered contributions as derivative, or conduittype speech, since contributions do not become speech until they pass through a candidate's campaign." Contributions also represent symbolic speech by the contributor, expressing support for a preferred candidate. 5 The indirect relationship between contributions and speech permitted more stringent regulation -including dollar limitson the size of contributions. 6
Buckley and limits on personal expenditures.
Given the Court's hostility toward overall expenditure limits, it is unsurprising that it also invalidated FECA's restrictions on how much an individual may spend on her own campaign. 
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See id at 20-23. With regard to the contributor, the limit had little effect on speech because the contributor's only expression was the "undifferentiated symbolic act of contributing." Id at 21. With regard to the candidate, the Court found "no indication" that the contribution limitations "would have any dramatic adverse effect on the funding of campaigns" because the limits would merely require candidates to generate funds from more people. Id No candidate may make expenditures from his personal funds, or the personal funds of his immediate family, in connection with his campaign for nomination for election, or election, to Federal office in excess of (A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of President or Vice President; (B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Senator; or (C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Representative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to the Congress.
candidate's own expenditures must be analyzed in the same fashion as campaign expenditure limits or limits on independent expenditures. "The candidate," the Court opined, "no less than any other person, has a First Amendment right to engage in the discussion of public issues and vigorously and tirelessly to advocate his own election and the election of other candidates. 8 Moreover, the Court found that limits on a candidate's own contributions to her campaign cannot be justified by the anti-corruption rationale that sustained contribution limits. The problem of "undisclosed and undue influence" disappears when a candidate selffinances a campaign." According to the Court, "the use of personal funds reduces the candidate's dependence on outside contributions and thereby counteracts the coercive pressures and attendant risks of abuse to which the Act's contribution limitations are directed."' The Court invalidated FECA's personal campaign expenditures limit because "the First Amendment simply cannot tolerate [the Act's] restriction upon the freedom of a candidate to speak without legislative limit on behalf of his own candidacy. BCRA is not the only subsequent legislative effort to limit the impact that self-funded candidates and groups have on elections. States have passed campaign finance reform proposals that employ statutory mechanisms similar to the one created by Congress in BCRA.6' Like BCRA, these laws provide benefits to one candidate in response to her opponent's campaign spending or that of an outside group. Different courts have come to opposite conclusions on whether singling out selected candidates for benefits in response to their opponent's decision to exercise a constitutional right to spend campaign funds infringes the opponent's free speech rights.
1. Benefiting candidates chills political speech.
In 1994, Minnesota's election law provided partial public subsidies to campaigns that agreed to limit campaign expenditures voluntarily.' In addition, the law increased spending limits for these publicly funded candidates and provided subsidies to them to respond to an independent expenditure campaign ' run against them." 5 Minnesota's law required groups or individuals seeking to conduct independent expenditure campaigns to notify the state election board and the candidates in the race of their intentions. The candidate facing an independent expenditure campaign may exceed the voluntary spending limit, up to the amount spent by the independent campaign. Also, a candidate facing a hostile independent expenditure campaign may' receive additional public subsidies in the amount of half the level of the independent expenditure. 6 '
In 1994, state political action committees, candidates, and contributors challenged Minnesota's law in Day v Holahan. The Day plaintiffs alleged that the law restricted their First Amendment rights to make independent expenditures. The district court upheld these provisions,w' but the Eighth Circuit reversed. The Eighth Circuit held, "To the extent that a candidate's campaign is enhanced by the operation of the statute, the political speech of the individual or group who made the independent expenditure 'against' her (or in favor of her opponent) is impaired."" 0 In the court's view, any group considering making an independent expenditure would likely consider whether its decision would cause its opponent to enjoy higher spending limits and greater public financing. Yet, in contrast to its previous decision, its opinion in this case suggests that some benefits to candidates who agree to limit their spending do not harm their opponent's ability to exercise their First Amendment rights. The law challenged in Rosenstiel contained numerous provisions designed to encourage political candidates to participate in the state's campaign finance system. In exchange for voluntary candidate spending limits, the state provided campaign subsidies of up to half the spending limit. The law also waived a participating candidate's spending limit if a non-participating opponent raised or spent over a certain amount. Finally, donors to participating candidates-but not nonparticipating candidates-received a partial tax refund for contributions, which encouraged donations."
The Rosenstiel plaintiffs argued that the waivable spending limit and tax break provisions coerced candidates into a publicly subsidized system of campaign finance." This coercion, the plaintiffs contended, offended the First Amendment. The court disagreed. It determined that the waivable spending limit does not coerce candidates because it allows the non-participating candidate to control her participating opponent's funding." The candidate who opts out of the system may still raise (and spend) as much money as the candidate pleases. Once the non-participating candidate exceeds the participating candidate's spending limit, she waives her opponent's spending limit. The level of her adversary's spending rests entirely in the hands of the nonparticipating candidate. 7 The court also upheld the tax break incentive as not infringing on First Amendment rights, calling the tax refund 71 See id (finding that the law "chills the free exercise of that protected speech").
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Id. 73 101 F3d 1544 (8th Cir 1996). 74 See id at 1546-47.
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See id at 1549. 76 Seeid at 1551. 77 See id ("[The statute] permits the nonparticipating candidate to control whether and when the participating opponent will be freed from the limits. Thus, in a sense, the amendment works in favor of, rather than to the detriment of, the nonparticipating candidate.").
"simply an additional public subsidy provided to participating candidates." 78 3. Reconciling the dilemma: Incentives to limit spending do not chill speech.
So which Eighth Circuit panel is correct? One easy argument is that both are right. A few key elements distinguish Day and Rosenstiel and can account for their seemingly contradictory conclusions. Day invalidated public subsidies to a candidate in response to being targeted by an independent expenditure campaign. Rosenstiel approved of public subsidies to a candidate in response to her opponent's campaign spending. In the latter situation, the non-participating candidate can control the consequence of exceeding a known threshold. In the former, by definition, the candidate cannot, since she does not authorize nor direct an independent expenditure campaign.
But the distinction between independent and candidate expenditures forms a slender reed on which to rest these contrary decisions. The First Amendment's free speech clause protects both independent and candidate expenditures. Recall that Buckley makes no distinction between the two; the Court there struck down campaign spending limits and independent expenditure limits alike for encroaching on core areas of free speech. The harms alleged by the plaintiffs-diminished exercise of free speech-do not turn on whether the candidate or an independent group speaks.
Perhaps the different type of benefits conferred on candidates under the different laws helps distinguish the outcomes in these two cases. Day invalidated provisions that both increased public subsidies to a candidate targeted by an independent expenditure campaign, and increased the targeted candidate's expenditure limits. Rosenstiel validated tax benefits to encourage additional donations to participating candidates. Regardless, this alone cannot account for the contrary court decisions: Both conferred benefits on participating candidates and denied them to non-participants.
The two decisions still collide on the critical issue: Whether increasing expenditure limits for one candidate violates the free speech rights of a potential speaker. In Part III, I argue that Rosenstiel contains the better reasoning: The mere provision of benefits to one candidate does not chill the speech of her opponent. 78 Id. See also id at 1555 n 11 (rejecting the argument that allowing some candidates' donors to receive tax refunds "puts the state's imprimatur on publicly funded candidates").
C. Judicial Scrutiny and Governmental Interests
Before examining the Millionaire Provision against this backdrop, one Supreme Court decision illuminated both what standard of review courts should apply to contribution limits and what governmental interests satisfy the government's burden. Since campaign finance restrictions touch on core First Amendment concerns, courts have usually held that campaign finance laws must meet strict scrutiny. 79 However, the Supreme Court's decision in Nixon v Shrink Missouri Government PAC," decided after Day and Rosenstiel, clarified that contribution limits receive a less exacting review than strict scrutiny. The plaintiffs in Shrink Missouri challenged Missouri's inflationadjusted state contribution limit of $1,075. 1 They argued that the state had not presented sufficient evidence that the law met the state's legitimate interests, since it had neither shown empirical evidence of corruption nor demonstrated the public's belief in the appearance of corruption.8 " The Eighth Circuit agreed and struck down the law," but the Supreme Court reversed. 4 Justice Souter's majority opinion reiterated that contribution restrictions "require less compelling justification than restrictions on independent spending." 5 Rather, the crucial question for the Court was "whether there was any showing that the limits were so low as to impede the ability of candidates to 'amas[s] the resources necessary for effective advocacy..... Importantly, the Shrink Missouri Court also noted its institutional unwillingness to "second-guess a legislative determination as to the need for prophylactic measures where corruption is the evil feared. Missouri. Day shows that courts examine purported state interests seriously. The court, viewing the state's justification as pretextual, invalidated Minnesota's law providing matching funds to independent expenditure campaign targets.? Even had the Day court shown the level of deference toward the state's assertion of its interest that the Supreme Court showed in Shrink Missouri, it is doubtful the outcome would have changed. The court held that the law challenged would not have met even the most cursory review."
The Rosenstiel court argued that encouraging participation in public funding programs constitutes a compelling state interest, when candidate participation helps reduce corruption or its appearance, including through reducing the time and energy candidates exert raising money." This conclusion fits with the post-Buckley trend of expanding the range of corruption-related interests that can justify state campaign laws.? The Court has recognized that corruption of the electoral process can result from the "corrosive and distorting effects of immense aggregations of wealth," which "have little or no correlation to the public's support for ... political ideas." 93 Although the Court confined its decision to those effects caused by corporate aggregations of wealth, it may be logically extended to personal wealth accumulation.
So, the state's interest in reducing corruption may include types of corruption apart from the quid pro quo corruption recognized in
Buckley, ' and states may pursue that goal by encouraging participa- 
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The state attempted to justify the provisions by insisting that they were necessary to encourage candidate participation in the state's partial public financing system. The court reasoned that the new provisions could not be "necessary" because, even prior to the regulation, candidate participation in the state's partial subsidies system reached 97 percent. See 34 F3d at 1361 ("One hardly could be faulted for concluding that this 'compelling' state interest was contrived for purposes of this litigation.").
90 See id at 1362 ("The statute's burden on First Amendment rights does not satisfy strict, intermediate, or even the most cursory scrutiny.").
91 See 101 F3d at 1553. 92 See, for example, Austin v Michigan Chamber of Commerce, 494 US 652 (1990) (upholding state ban on corporate independent expenditures); Julian N. Eule, Promoting Speaker Diversity: Austin and Metro Broadcasting, 1990 S Ct Rev 105,106 ("The concept that government may tone down or amplify particular voices in order to promote speaker diversity is no longer a stranger to the First Amendment.").
93 Austin, 494 US at 660. 94 See 424 US at 27-28.
tion in public finance systems that reduce corruption by reducing the time and energy candidates spend amassing funds. With this background of Buckley and subsequent court decisions reviewing state campaign finance laws, the stage is set to examine BCRA's Millionaire Provision.
III. THE FIRST AMENDMENT CHALLENGE TO THE MILLIONAIRE PROVISION
The Millionaire Provision has been attacked on First Amendment and Equal Protection grounds in an ongoing lawsuit seeking to invalidate various provisions of BCRA.' In an argument similar to that relied upon by the Eighth Circuit in Day, the plaintiffs contend that the Millionaire Provision burdens speech by benefiting a wealthy candidate's opponent. This Part argues that the Millionaire Provision inflicts slight, if any, First Amendment harm on wealthy candidates. Even if there is a First Amendment harm, whatever free speech infringement exists by virtue of the raised contribution limits may be justified by achieving the government's interest in reducing corruption.
A. No Likely Burdens on Free Speech
In fashioning the Millionaire Provision, lawmakers sought to avoid Buckley's strict prohibition on spending limits. In order to find that BCRA impermissibly burdens speech, a court must hold that releasing others from contribution limits constitutes a restriction on the speaker who is not released from those limits. As seen above, the first federal appeals court to consider this question, the Eighth Circuit, has reached two different answers." Given these varying treatments of First Amendment challenges to campaign finance laws, the next step requires understanding why the Eighth Circuit's Rosenstiel decision contains the better reasoning and applies with more force to BCRA's Millionaire Provision than its conclusion in Day, that any attempt to facilitate the speech of one candidate impairs the rights of the opponent.9 96 Compare Day, 34 F3d 1356 (invalidating subsidies to publicly funded candidates targeted by independent expenditure campaigns), with Rosenstiel, 10f F3d 1544 (upholding subsidies to publicly funded candidates, waivable spending limits, and tax refunds to their donors). 97 See Day, 34 F3d at 1360 ("To the extent that a candidate's campaign is enhanced by the operation of the statute, the political speech of the individual or group who made the independent expenditure 'against' her (or in favor of her opponent) is impaired.").
Responsive speech augments the First Amendment.
First, any speech by a wealthy candidate's opponent, funded by relaxed contribution limits, would necessarily occur after the selffunded candidate has "spoken" (that is, spent the money) or announced her intention to do so. As such, the non-wealthy candidate engages in responsive speech, following the initial expressive activity by the wealthy candidate.
The Daggett court reviewed Maine's full, voluntary, publicly-funded election system, which provided participating candidates both a dollar-fordollar match of their non-participating opponent's fundraising total, and matching funds, like in Day, to respond to independent expenditure campaigns.'O°T he Daggett court did not view the dispute as a zero-sum game where the speech funded by the government subsidies cancelled out the speech from the independent expenditures that triggered the state subsidies in the first place. Instead, the court reasoned that independent spenders and the candidates they support "have no right to speak free from response" and that such a provision increased, rather than infringed, political speech."' In so concluding, the First Circuit rejected Day: "We cannot adopt the logic of Day, which equates responsive speech with an impairment to the initial speaker. ' A similar argument applies to BCRA's Millionaire Provision: The fact that a wealthy candidate's speech increases his opponent's ability to raise funds does not impair the speech of the wealthy candidate.
The Daggett court did not address the concern that motivated the Eighth Circuit in Day: that the knowledge that one's opponent will benefit from a wealthy candidate's spending will inhibit the selffunded candidate from speaking in the first place. Three reasons, however, suggest that the Day court's fear would not materialize with wealthy candidates. First, in a race between a wealthy and a nonwealthy candidate, the self-funded aspirant will almost always be able to outspend her opponent. Thus, the wealthy candidate will still benefit from her ability to spend her own money. Additionally, aside from her ability to spend more, the wealthy candidate benefits from the 98 The Millionaire Provision increases contribution limits after an opponent announces her intention to spend a certain amount of personal funds. This is to deter self-funded candidates from dumping a large amount of personal funds in the final days of a campaign, effectively undermining the provision. ease with which she obtains her campaign funds. After all, her nonwealthy opponent must spend a significant amount of time raising funds. The wealthy candidate need only write a check. 3 The task of raising and spending campaign funds will remain more daunting for the non-self-funded candidate. The wealthy candidate always has more options than the non-wealthy one, since a self-funded candidate can always choose to raise funds through limited individual contributions. '°' Second, the wealthy candidate retains control over how much her opponent may permissibly raise. By strategically limiting her own expenditures, the wealthy candidate may choose whether to benefit her opponent with raised contribution levels, and if so, at what increased contribution level. Courts that have evaluated the legitimacy of state incentives to participate in campaign finance systems have focused on the notion of coercion. '° Statutory provisions that leave a candidate a choice as to whether to participate are viewed much more favorably than those that coerce candidates into joining the program through draconian measures.
Third, Day's conclusion regarding the "chilling" effect proves too much. Day invalidated publicly financed subsidies given to a candidate in response to independent expenditure campaigns against that candidate or in support of her opponent. The court reasoned that the plaintiffs were harmed by the knowledge that their opponents would benefit, via public subsidies, from their expenditures-and that this harm discouraged them from making those expenditures in the first place.
limit their spending by making fundraising easier, not only by providing public subsidies, but by increasing their donation limits.
The First Circuit, in Vote Choice, Inc v DiStefano,"' approved Rhode Island's campaign finance system of differing contribution limits."' Rhode Island maintained a $1,000 contribution limit for all candidates, but doubled it for candidates who accepted public financing and agreed to limit their spending to a statutorily defined amount. The court held that incentives to accept public funding did not penalize those who opted out of the system: "[T]he contribution cap gap ... neither penalizes certain classes of office-seekers nor coerces candidates into surrendering their first amendment rights.""'
The Vote Choice court did issue a caveat by noting that, at some point, the state's incentives to participate in its public finance system could become so lucrative that they deny candidates the freedom to choose between funding methods. When "regulatory incentives stray beyond the pale, creating disparities so profound that they become impermissibly coercive," the court expressed its willingness to invalidate those elements of a campaign finance system." ' Disparate contribution limits do not necessarily create a constitutional infirmity. Under the Vote Choice view, the coerciveness of a campaign finance system's carrots and sticks determines whether it creates a First Amendment problem."' The Millionaire Provision should likewise avoid this constitutional problem, as long as, in practice, the incentives do not become so overbearing that a candidate would rather run against a millionaire than run as a millionaire. If a wealthy candidate can still find that funding her own campaign creates a net advantage, then it is difficult to classify the increased contribution limit for her opponent as "coercive. ' " 6 Moreover, the argument that increased contribution limits could be coercive applies with less force to wealthy candidates. In a race between two candidates of relatively equal means, every potential advantage can mean the difference between winning and losing."' The manifest advantages enjoyed by 115 One might argue that "coercive" is synonymous with "effective" and the law could thus work too well. But an alternative exists. The Millionaire Provision might achieve its goal of reducing the appearance of corruption in a way that does not impose limits on candidate speech.
116 To extend the analogy, just as a state candidate could voluntarily limit her spending in exchange for public funding and an easier fundraising task, the wealthy candidate can voluntarily limit her spending in exchange for imposing lower (that is, the original) contribution limits on her opponent.
117 In a race between candidates of different means, say, an incumbent and a wealthy challenger, both candidates might have access to equal funds. The Millionaire Provision accounts for this, by capping fundraising under elevated limits to the level of personal spending by one's op-wealthy candidates suggest they would be less susceptible to a campaign finance system's incentives to limit spending.
This Comment has argued that the Millionaire Provision does not infringe freedom of speech for three reasons. First, BCRA does not limit a wealthy opponent's speech; it increases the ability of his opponent to speak without limiting the speech of the wealthy candidate. Second, even if the increased contribution limits could, in some circumstances, create First Amendment harm, the federal courts have only recognized such harm when it is "coercive." These cases make clear that BCRA is not coercive. Finally, even if the variable contribution limits burden a wealthy candidate's First Amendment rights, the Millionaire Provision should still be sustained because it meets the judicial scrutiny required by Buckley and subsequent Supreme Court decisions.
B. Raising Contribution Limits May Meet Judicial Scrutiny
Buckley held that campaign finance laws may burden speech to reduce corruption or the appearance of corruption. The federal courts have held that state incentives to participate in state campaign finance systems may be justified on the same rationale: Participation in the campaign finance systems reduces corruption through voluntary spending limits and partial public funding.
At first blush, these cases seem inapposite. Congress could not be attempting to encourage compliance with a system of partial or total public funding and voluntary spending limits: There is no such system for congressional candidates. Rather, the Millionaire Provision resembles an incumbent protection scheme or an attempt to equalize candidate competitiveness, two impermissible state interests." 8 However, Congress has in effect created a system of voluntary spending limits by establishing statutory thresholds for spending personal funds. The Millionaire Provision limits spending personal funds and creates a voluntary cap at twice the statutory threshold, at which point the opponent's contribution limits begin to rise. Overall federal campaign spending remains uncapped outside the presidential election.
BCRA's congressional supporters argued that reducing the amount of money in the political system-and wealthy candidates' ability to "buy" a seat in Congress -reduces precisely the type of corruption that voters fear most: that money matters more than ideas in electoral contests. "9 Congress may decide that its legislative goals re- quire encouraging voluntary personal spending limits and "need not be completely neutral"' 2 0 in encouraging wealthy candidates to comply. Furthermore, BCRA is narrowly tailored to achieve this purpose of preventing corruption without becoming unnecessarily restrictive. Several aspects of the Millionaire Provision in particular demonstrate Congress's attention to detail in crafting it.
First, the provision increases contribution limits incrementally, graduated to the wealthy candidate's own spending. A candidate's contribution limits increase to a certain level and no higher, regardless of the self-funded candidate's spending.
Second, the provision benefits a non-wealthy candidate only insofar as she does not raise funds beyond her wealthy opponent's personal spending level." Both the House and Senate measures cap the fundraising accomplished under looser restrictions to the level of the opponent's self-funding.
Third, the formula for determining who benefits from the Millionaire Provision factors in the personal spending of both candidates, to avoid flooding a race with more funds-both money raised under higher limits and from candidates' own funds. ' Every dollar of personal funds spent by one opponent counts against the threshold formula for determining the opponent's raised contribution limits.
Finally, the Millionaire Provision takes into account each candidate's available funds raised in anticipation of a race, to help rebut the charge that the new law helps further entrench incumbent members of Congress. '2 , By accounting for "available funds," the law avoids discriminating against challengers whose only opportunity to win could hinge on personal spending because of the war chest amassed by the incumbent.
These provisions answer critics' charges that the increase in contribution limits gives lie to Congress's assertion that the limits are necessary to reduce corruption. Given the judicial deference typically shown to legislative determinations regarding corruption in politics,u Congress may determine that wealthy candidate spending poses a greater "corruption" threat, and one that has not yet been addressed .
In this sense, Congress is balancing two different risks of corruption. It is increasing the chance of quid pro quo corruption through increased individual contribution limits for one candidate, while decreasing the risk of the appearance of corruption through the phenomenon of wealthy individuals "buying" congressional seats that are "for sale."
CONCLUSION
The BCRA provisions dealing with wealthy, free-spending candidates can survive judicial scrutiny, since they avoid direct restrictions on a candidate's spending and leave the candidate's First Amendment rights unimpaired. The state's interests in reducing the appearance of corruption justify whatever harm to free speech might arise, judged under the standard of scrutiny the Supreme Court applies to contribution restrictions. This Comment analyzed only the potential for a constitutional challenge based on the wealthy candidate's First Amendment rights. Other avenues may prove more treacherous for the Millionaire Provision, from donors' or political parties' free speech and association interests 127 to equal protection claims.'2 These possibilities lie beyond the scope of this Comment.
Congress has created a system of incentives it says will increase the amount of free speech and widen the pool of candidates beyond the independently wealthy. Congress has sought a constitutional way to address campaigns by wealthy self-funded candidates for more than the last quarter-century. The Millionaire Provision does this without burdening free speech. The law may in fact enhance speech, and simultaneously enhance the faith of the electorate that public office cannot be bought by the highest bidder. Twenty-eight years ago, the Supreme Court found this aspiration "critical ... if confidence in the system of representative Government is not to be eroded to a disastrous extent."" 9 serve as well as $1,000." 424 US at 30 (quotation marks omitted). 127 See BCRA § 304 (permitting party donations over the normal limit when an opponent's personal funds amount reaches ten times the threshold limit).
128 Buckley considered and rejected a similar claim. 
